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Wild Beasts –
Brave Bulging Buoyant Clairvoyants
Directors: OneInThree
Production Company: Colonel Blimp
Record Company: Domino
United Kingdom 2008

The Chemical Brothers –
Midnight Madness
Directors: Dom & Nic
Production Company: Factory Films
Record Company: Virgin
United Kingdom 2008

My Morning Jacket –
Touch Me I’m Going to Scream Pt 2
Director/Production Company:
The Mixtape Club
Record Company: XL Recordings
USA 2008

Lootpack – 20 Questions
Directors: Charlie Lyne,
James McLoughlin
Record Company: Stones Throw
United Kingdom 2008

Lime Headed Dog – Francis Bacon
Director: Greg Butler
Record Company: Volcano Attack!
United Kingdom 2008

Chad VanGaalen – Molten Light
Director: Chad Van Gaalen
Record Company: Flemish Eye
Canada 2008

Amon Tobin – Visual Music
Director: Jan Schoenwiesner
Record Company: Ninja Tune
Germany 2008

Pop Levi – Semi Babe
Directors: Aaron Willmer, Martin Dobson
Record Company: Ninja Tune
United Kingdom 2008

City and Colour – Sleeping Sickness
Director: Vincent Morisset
Record Company: Dine Alone Music
Canada 2007

Arcade Fire – The Neon Bible
Director: Vincent Morisset
Record Company: Merge/Rough Trade
Canada 2007

Mafia K1 Fri – Pour Ceux
Director: Romain Gavras
Production Company: Kourtrajmé
France 2006

Justice – Stress
Director: Romain Gavras
Production Company: 75
Record Company: Ed Banger
France 2008

DJ Medhi – Signatune (Bangalter edit)
Director: Romain Gavras
Production Company: 75
Record Company: Ed Banger
France 2007

The Wave Pictures –
Just like the Drummer
Director: Eduardo Benchoam
Production Company: Radar Music Videos
Record Company: Moshi Moshi
Guatemala/United Kingdom 2008

Welcome to another evening of outstanding music video work at BFI
Southbank, brought to you by the BUG team. BUG 09 offers a now-
customary selection of fantastic videos from all over the world, liberally
peppered with controversy and humour, and hosted as always by the very
special Adam Buxton. Actually, there is arguably more controversy than
usual this time round as Adam’s special guest is Romain Gavras, the French
director of highly distinctive work, which includes one of the most shocking
and controversial videos for years. And we have something completely new
too: fulfilling BUG’s brief to bring you ‘the evolution of the music video’,
Adam has volunteered to explore the emerging area of interactivity in
videos, live on stage.

But first, a new video for Cumbrian band Wild Beasts’ indie hit Brave Bulging
Buoyant Clairvoyants by young UK directing team OneInThree – that’s Ross
Cooper and Bugsy Riverbank Steele – who have directed fine, graphically-
inclined videos for Badly Drawn Boy and The Teenagers. This is their most
ambitious and experimental video to date, based on an Escher lithograph,
and an ingenious and mesmerising interpretation of the picture-within-a-
picture idea. Then we bring you the latest collaboration between dance
veterans Chemical Brothers, and still-youthful directing team Dom & Nic.
We did a special feature on the now 13-year old association between band
and directors at BUG 03. Now here is Midnight Madness, featuring a gold-
lamé bodysuit-wearing goblin’s eye-boggling carousing around the London
Astoria. And like Wild Beasts’ it has a real ‘how did they do that?’ quality
(clue: less CGI than you might think and three amazing performers).
Completing the first section is the new video by New York-based directing
team Mixtape Club. It’s a beautifully animated video for My Morning
Jacket’s Touch Me I’m Going to Scream Pt 2 featuring a saucer-eyed furry
creature’s exciting voyage of discovery deep in the forest, which is also a
gentle parable on the destructive result of greed.

After the first break, our second section of videos could be said to have an
overarching theme, broadly described as ‘DIY music videos’. Initially we
have two short videos that were submitted directly to BUG by their makers.
The first is a fan video for US hip-hop outfit Lootpack’s 20 Questions by two
17-year-olds, Charlie Lyne and James McLoughlin. They’re almost certainly
the youngest directors to show at BUG so far and their video is an object
example of what you can do with a camera, a computer and a simple idea.
That’s followed by Greg Butler’s video for Lime Headed Dog’s post-punk
rant Francis Bacon – a charming, surreal homage to the glories of snooker.
And then comes the extraordinary work of Calgary musician and artist
Chad VanGaalen – who both recorded the bleak revenge ballad Molten Light
and also created his own animated video for the track, which has visionary
intensity. And finally in this section we have another fan video, once more
with a singular surreal quality, but with exceptional production values, for
Amon Tobin’s Visual Music. It’s actually the graduation film of German
motion graphics designer Jan Schoenwiesner which involves a man
increasingly unable to separate his dreams from reality.

Then comes the new bit of the evening: BUG’s first investigation of
interactive music videos. Adam will be taking a couple of examples to see
how they work, if they work, and whether there is any future in this
interactivity malarkey. Firstly Adam will be tackling Pop Levi’s Semi Babe,
directed by Aaron Willmer and Martin Dobson, which is actually two videos
that have to run simultaneously to work. Then he’ll be playing the latest
work by probably the leading exponent of interactivity in music videos, the
Canadian director Vincent Morisset – City and Colour’s Sleeping Sickness is
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Roof Sex; Moth; Western Spaghetti
Director: PES
Production Company: Independent
United Kingdom 2002, 2008, 2008

Yuki – Sentimental Journey
Director: Nagi Noda
Production Company: Partizan
Japan 2008

Gnarls Barkley –
Who’s Gonna Save My Soul?
Director: Chris Milk
Production Company: Radical Media
Record Company: Warner Music
USA 2008

BUG thanks…
Adam Buxton, www.adam-buxton.com;
Romain Gavras; Joceline Gabriel;
Benjamin Lindbergh

Hosted by: BFI Southbank; Facilities by:
Draw Pictures; Post-production by:
Locomotion; Print Creative by: Limited
Edition; Event Management by: Ballistic;
Website by: David Nattriss

 

   
BUG is curated by David Knight & Phil
Tidy david@bugvideos.co.uk,
phil@bugvideos.co.uk

For general information about BUG,
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louise@bugvideos.co.uk

The Bug Team are Chris Blakeston,
Stuart Brown, David Knight, Louise
Stevens, Miland Suman and Phil Tidy.

For regular updates, check out
www.bugvideos.co.uk
www.promonews.tv

The UK Music Video Awards are to be held
on 14 October at the Odeon West End in
Leicester Square. For information about how
to enter videos in the MVAs go to the
website, www.ukmvas.com.
There is also information and regular
updates about the awards at music video
news website (and BUG partner) Promo
News www.promonews.tv

like a music video refracted through Google Earth. Vincent, who has a long-
running association with Arcade Fire, created the groundbreaking video for
Neon Bible last year, and also interactive elements to their follow-up Black
Mirror. A tape of the interactive Neon Bible video being ‘played’ by its creator
is currently being exhibited at Montreal’s Museum of Contemporary Art,
and after Adam has given us a demonstration of City and Colour, we will
premiere that tape.

Which brings us to tonight’s special guest. We are delighted to welcome
Romain Gavras, one of the most exciting new directors working in music
videos today. With filmmaking in his bones (his father is celebrated director
Costa-Gavras) he’s been making his own films since he was a teenager, co-
founding Kourtrajmé, a Paris-based multi-ethnic collective which has
achieved cult status in France. Romain emerged as a solo director last year
and made an instant impression with his testosterone-heavy, documentary-
style videos for Simian Mobile Disco and DJ Medhi. And then, when his
incendiary video for Justice’s intense track Stress was released earlier this
year, he became France’s public enemy number one. The remorseless,
relentless, nihilistic trail of violence by a multi-ethnic gang from the Paris
suburbs caused a storm, particularly in France, leading to the director being
accused of everything from fomenting violence against the police to racism
– which is testimony to his skill in making a brilliant music video. We’ll be
giving a big-screen showing to Stress, preceded by the even more raw video
for French hip hop crew Mafia K1 Fri which indicates how he developed his
directing style; and followed by his video for DJ Medhi’s Signatune. And
Adam will be talking to Romain about his career, including the furore
surrounding Stress.

That is followed by a recent video for London indie outfit The Wave
Pictures, directed by Eduardo Benchoam. The video was commissioned by
Radar Music Videos, the scheme where both signed and unsigned bands can
invite Radar members to pitch treatments to make videos for a track.
Eduardo Benchoam is actually an established director in Central America,
and his idea for the video is simple but beautifully and expertly executed –
ordinary folks are doing ordinary jobs in Guatemala City while lipsyncing
the quirky, very English-sounding Just like a Drummer.

In our final section of the evening, we begin with a real treat. We are
delighted to screen three films by the remarkable New York-based animator
PES when Dougal Wilson presented the BUG 07 Director’s Cut back in May,
and now we have three more beautiful PES films, one classic, and two
newer pieces that exhibit his brilliant painstakingly achieved visions. The
classic is Roof Sex, featuring two rampantly fornicating armchairs (it’s
erotic), followed by Moth and the absolutely exquisite, cuisine-themed
Western Spaghetti. That’s followed by something equally remarkable, but we
show the video for Yuki’s Sentimental Journey in very sad circumstances. It’s
in memory of its creator, the Japanese director Nagi Noda, who died earlier
this month, aged just 35. Nagi was a creative visionary who worked in
design, fashion, art and film and this brilliant video from 2003 (and shown
at BUG’s predecessor Antenna in this theatre on its release), rightly gave her
global recognition.

And finally, we have Gnarls Barkley’s Who’s Gonna Save Your Soul?, directed
by top American director Chris Milk. It’s about a girl breaking up with a boy
in a crowded diner – and then the fun starts. Delightful and disgusting in
almost equal measure you might want to watch some of this between your
fingers, just like one of the protagonists in the video.

Programme notes and credits compiled by the Filmographic Unit, BFI National Library.
Notes may be edited or abridged. Questions/comments? Email prognotes@bfi.org.uk.

Join the BFI to take priority!
Many of our films and special events sell out
during the member priority booking period. Join
today for just £35 (£20 concessions).

 Priority booking for all films, previews and
festivals including The Times BFI London Film
Festival

 2 free tickets for the same screening and £1
off tickets for you and up to 3 guests at the
BFI Southbank or the BFI IMAX (excluding
The Times BFI London Film Festival)

 A monthly booklet delivered direct to your
door

 20% off BFI books, DVDs and an annual BFI
Library Pass

 35% off an annual Sight & Sound magazine
subscription (save £16)

 Exclusive website offering a free short film
download each month

BFI Membership helps to save film for future
generations to enjoy - pick up a leaflet in the foyer,
visit the Box Office, telephone 020 7815 1374 or
visit www.bfi.org.uk/membership

BFI SOUTHBANK
There’s more to discover about film and television
through the BFI. Our world-renowned archive,
cinemas, festivals, films, publications and learning
resources are here to inspire you.

At BFI Southbank, you can book or pick up
your tickets at a new box office and
information centre.

Browse for books and DVDs in the Filmstore.

Choose from our vast collection of film and
TV to view for free in the Mediatheque, a
brilliant new space designed by award-
winning architects Adjaye/Associates.

Check out artists’ film and video work in the
Gallery.

Meet friends, relax, have a drink or
something to eat in our new benugo bar/café.

See films or take part in wide-ranging
debates, discussions and events in The Studio
or one of our three refurbished cinemas.


